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Cocktails don't need to be complicated to taste delicious.Take cocktails back to basics with
Sipsmith's uncompromisingly handcrafted gin. 100 gin cocktails, all with only three
ingredients.Enjoy fuss-free drinks, from summer sipping to winter warmers, time-honoured
classics to new twists. Along the way, you will find expert mixing tips, drink history and stories
worth reading over a Martini or two.Delicious cocktails range from classics such as the Negroni
and Martini to drinks for sipping at occasions, whether it's an Earl Grey Sour for a nightcap, or a
new take such as a Gin Espresso Martini.Recipes include:Dry MartiniNegroniGin FizzGin Basil
SmashWatermelon MartiniHot Gin TwistEarl Grey SourGin CaipirinhaDark Fruit BrambleGin
Espresso Martini...and many more.





Kathy torlot, “Beautiful book. Love this book as much as their gin and the great thing is you only
need their London Dry to make all of the 100 recipes! I never knew making cocktails was so
easy. Highly recommend and with its beautiful design (copper foiled pages) it makes the perfect
Christmas gift.”

J STYLES, “Very doable cocktails!. I’m loving this little book. I do enjoy their gin and so having an
easy guide to using it in cocktails is perfect! Looking forward to trying out some of them on my
guests over the Xmas period and feeling accomplished in cocktail making which I have always
considered too complex to bother with until now. Oh and by the way - love the look of the book
it’s very pretty in dark green and copper. Worth having to just display!”

Miss PA Squires, “Cocktails at home made simple. I would highly recommend this book. I have a
few other cocktail books on my bookshelf but most of them are filled with recipes which require a
huge list of ingredients. This book from Sipsmith (one of my favourite gin brands) is quite the
opposite and I love it. The cocktails are fuss free to make at home and they provide you with lots
of handy tips and tricks throughout the book. I made the Rhubarb Jammer at the weekend for
some friends and it was absolutely delicious.”

Keeley, “Fantastic product. Fantastic product”

N. Rich, “Great Present Idea - simple recipes. Loads of simple and easy to follow Gin cocktail
recipes for the Gin lover, all made with just three ingredients. We got this to go with a nice bottle
of gin and some mixers to make a nice Christmas gift. Very good price too, much more
expensive in the shops. The book itself is beautiful, copper edge pages contrasting a dark green
cover, looks good and very tactile. Glowing feedback from the recipent made this really
worthwhile.”

The book by Sipsmith has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 701 people have provided feedback.
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